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The labor productivity and the lever of decentralized bargaining
The problem of
produc9vity growth is a
structural aspect of our
economy.
In fact, since the post-war
years up to the '70s,
producRvity growth in
Italy has been more
sustained than the
European average,
whereas from the 1990s
to the present day it has
collapsed compared to
other European States.

PROBLEM

LEVER

Labor

ProducRvity

Decentralized
Bargaining

The Italian model of
collecRve bargaining
involves two levels.
In the ﬁrst level we ﬁnd
the naRonal collecRve
bargaining (CCNL) that’s
sRll the prevalent model
and the cornerstone of
industrial relaRons.
In the second level,
decentralized, we ﬁnd the
company contracts and
the territorial contracts.
At this level the
"performance related
pay" is bargained to
increases in produc9vity,
quality and other
elements of
compeRRveness.
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Why is the second level of bargaining important?
In Italy the «Protocol» of 23 July 1993 expressly opened to forms of «decentralized bargaining».
One of the aims was to sRmulate producRvity growth in the
second level of bargaining, by linking wages dynamics to
producRvity. This pa^ern s9ll today is hard to catch on.
According to many, the lack of rooRng and the malfuncRoning of
this second level of bargaining is one of the reasons for the lack of
growth in labour produc9vity in Italy.
The soluRons that can be developed in the second level are
many: from corporate welfare, to company parRcipaRon,
to rent-sharing formulas, to producRvity bonuses on
accessory wages, to performance-related pay, etc.
Decentralized bargaining remains the level where
condi9ons for a be^er company-workers
rela9onship can be made, which indirectly could
result in increased labor producRvity.
In recent years, the Government has put in
place a package of incenRves aimed at
rooRng the two-Rer bargaining in the ﬁrms
and providing for a tax
rebates on performancerelated pay increases.

Par9cipa9on
Beneﬁts

Work-life balance

Corporate Welfare

Produc9vity
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The new incentive measures for decentralized bargaining

2016/2017

Since 2008 the Italian law has expected forms of variable wage tax reducRon.
StarRng from 2016, afer an experimental phase, the measure was reacRvated
making important changes compared to the past.
- Low no. 208 of 28 December 2015 (Art. 1 §§182, 189, 190)/ 2016 Stability Law
- Law no. 232 of 11 December 2016 (Art. 1 §160)/2017 Stability Law

PRP 5 goals
produc9vity

proﬁtability

quality

eﬃciency

innova9on

Other goals
workers par9cipa9on

corporate welfare

Taxa9on
period

Amount limit for tax beneﬁts

Income limits

2016

2,000/2,500* €

2015 income not exceeding 50,000 €

2017-2018

3,000/4,000* €

2016 income not exceeding 80,000 €

*:companies that involve workers in the organizaCon of work

REPOSITORY
Measure monitoring was also envisaged, by compiling a special
instrument for collecRng summary data: the Repository acRvated by
the Ministry of Labour (ML), whose data were processed by INAPP.
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Applications distribution by type of agreement

Repository released in June 2018
Applica9ons
38,869

Beneﬁciaries
Average
Total
227
7,705,319
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Distribution by =irm’s size

The dimensional aspect is one of the ﬁrst factors that aﬀects the
acRvaRon of decentralized bargaining.
The reference literature agrees that the use of decentralized
bargaining increases as the size of the company increases.
Furthermore, for the same contract, larger companies reach more ﬁnal
beneﬁciaries.
Therefore, the measure remains predominantly prerogaRve of
medium and large company employees.

First risk: polariza9on by ﬁrm's size
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Distribution by economic sector
Sectorial propensity to ac9va9on of the measure

Distribu9on of
beneﬁciaries by
economic sector

Second risk:
polariza9on by economic sector
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Distribution of bene=iciaries by region and by TDL
Incidence* of beneﬁciaries by Region

Incidence* of beneﬁciaries by Territorial Directorate Labor

*: beneficiaries/total employed

Third risk:
geographic polariza9on
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Company pro=iling and 3 risk of the measure

Medium-sized and large sized enterprises

Which is the
typical
company
that
ac9vated the
measure
envisaged by
the
government?

Which chooses a ﬁrm-level contract
Which operates in the manufacturing and
ﬁnancial and insurance services sectors
Which is based
in a regional capital in the center-north

What are the
risks if the
measure
really
generates an
increase in
labor
produc9vity?

geographic polariza9on
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The choice of objectives

The collecRve agreements have decided to focus mainly
on increases in produc9vity and proﬁtability.
ProducRvity growth is a high and transversal objecRve
with respect to the type of contract and company size.
The objecRves of proﬁtability, quality and eﬃciency
seem to grow as the size of the company grows.
The objecRve of innova9on is the least chosen one.
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The choice of objectives
The low propensity of all sectors to set goals in terms of innova9on could be explained by the fact that the measure is
mainly adapted to labor-intensive produc9on processes less to those with a high capital / technology intensity.
Another hypothesis that could be done is the displacement of the choices of entrepreneurs due to other measures that
reward technological innovaRon such as those proposed by the contextual Plan for Industry 4.0.
However, a role of this objec9ve is clear in the strategic choices especially for the Southern enterprises.
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Indicators foreseen in the contract

The reduc9on in absenteeism is the indicator used in well over 1/3 of the contracts deposited (35.8%).
In over 1/4 of the contracts there are indicators such as the "ra9o of produc9on volume by number of employees" (27.9%),
the "ra9o between earnings before interest, taxes, deprecia9on and amor9za9on (EBITDA) and value added
statement" ( 27.2%) and the "ra9o between sales revenue or value added statement by number of employees" (26.0%).
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Indicators foreseen in the contract

Absenteeism reducRon

The economic sectors
seem to greatly
inﬂuence the choices
of companies on
performance
indicators.

The reduc9on of absenteeism
remains one of the problems of
large enterprises and Southern Italy.
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Key =indings

Pros (+)

Cons (-)

AnenRon of the policy maker on the importance of
decentralized bargaining and the provision of
monitoring measures for policy evaluaRon.

Second-level bargaining is not broadly used and
therefore the potenRal advantages of its
applicaRon are not evenly distributed in the
producRve fabric today.

Incen9ve policy for the diﬀusion of decentralized
bargaining and stricter regula9on in measuring
performance increases to access the tax bonus.

In theory, two-Rer wage bargaining structures
should have ensured an increase in labor
produc9vity. To date there is no clear empirical
evidence that this happened thanks to the
measure.

The new incenRves, even if they are not fully
eﬀecRve in the growth of labor producRvity,
certainly generate a reduc9on in the tax wedge.

It is sRll early to evaluate this policy but if it should
work, it could generate polariza9ons of
produc9vity gains between territories and between
types of companies (by size and sector).

The variability of the choices of the objecRves and
of the indicators on which to measure performance
reveals a capacity for collec9ve bargaining to
adapt to the complexity of the organizaRonal and
producRve needs of companies.

Absenteeism is the main concern of companies
and the main performance goal set by companies.
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Some policy recommendations

Policies

Industrial rela9ons

Policies for the disseminaRon of
decentralized bargaining should
improve their appeal.

The industrial relaRons system
should guarantee programmed
levels of produc9vity gains.

Policies for the diﬀusion of
decentralized bargaining and
producRvity growth should be
integrated with broader industrial
and local development policies.

A stronger framework for collecRve
bargaining at the ﬁrm or local level
could support the eﬃcient allocaRon
of resources within and across ﬁrms,
strengthen the link between wages
and local economic condi9ons, and
facilitate the adopRon of innovaRve
work pracRces at ﬁrm level (e.g.
ﬂexible working-Rme arrangements
to support work-life balance or
vocaRonal training).
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